Children inventors
Most of us are not used to take seriously children's ideas. And in vain, because the younger generation not once has pleased the world with useful
inventions that have greatly simplified the lives of many people. We will discuss the most famous children's inventions, which have brought their
creators a world-famous teen cash reward.

1. Toy dump truck
It is unknown when the first toy created in the likeness of trucks and other production vehicles, if not six-year-old Robert patch. The boy was so
fascinated by a huge machine with hinged body that he only drew them. His father made the toy one of the drawings of the son and did not regret it
– soon these toy cars have online an essay writer become popular.

2. Way to remove bandages without pain
Eight year old Alanna Meyers often knocked knees, but because faced with the problem of removing the bandages that had stuck to healing the
skin. Released from the hospital, the girl, which re-imposed bandages, invented a special mixture, which allows to avoid discomfort. A simple
means of soap, water and lavender essences ease the pain is already a lot of people.

3. A new kind of printmaking
Ten years Anastasia Rodkina showed great interest in drawing with the help of lexography. One day a girl forgot your pattern on the window in a
pile of leaves. Over time, the paint on the edges had faded, and the part of the pattern that remain closed, has retained its brightness. Inspired by
these metamorphoses, the girl boasted a picture of my grandfather, who appreciated the new method of creating paintings and helped to patent the
invention.

4. Fruit ice
Eleven year old Frank Epperson accidentally left his soda on the street, hurrying homeward on a winter evening. Due to the low temperature
consistency in the Cup turned to ice. As in the glass remained the tube, the contents can be easily removed. A new kind of ice cream inspired the
boy's business when he grew up.

5. The robot, measuring premises
Twelve-year-old Maxime LEM was always interested in robots. The boy believed that these machines can not only destroy and deter, but also
benefit. So the young inventor from the city have created a robot that through radio signals can measure the area of the room. Such a help now is
simply irreplaceable, and noted that the jury of the competition for young inventors.

6. Lollipops from hiccups
Thirteen-year-old Mallory Cowmen realised that nursery rhymes do not help with hiccups. Deciding to invent a universal cure for this scourge, the
girl had developed a delicious pills, candy sugar and Apple cider vinegar that do well with hiccups.

7. For those who are hard of hearing
You play with a guitar, fourteen-year-old Jonah Kohn developed a brilliant idea. The boy figured out how to allow people who have hearing
problems to enjoy music. Later John introduced the world to a device that transforms sound waves into tactile sensations.

8. Braille
Fifteen year old Louis Braille, having become acquainted with the special "night font" that was used in the military, has developed its own. Thus, the
boy allowed millions of blind people to obtain the necessary information by reading.

9. Earmuffs
Fifteen-year-old Chester Greenwood has always loved skating. But a long day had started to feel cold ears. As the hat the boy is not loved, he
asked my grandmother to build a special ear-muffs to protect his ears from the cold. This accessory is so liked friends and acquaintances of the
boy that the invention quickly began to spread multiple instances.

10. Snowmobile
Being at the age of fifteen years, Joseph-Armand Bombardier introduced the case to posobirat. The father gave his son an old "Ford T," which
was not in the best condition. Realizing that nothing good from it still will not, the boy decided to experiment. Disassembling your Ford apart, he
perfected it, turning it into the first snowmobile.

11. A new method for cancer diagnostics

Talented Jack Andraka was always interested in methods of diagnosis of cancer, because this is one of the most difficult diseases. After analyzing
the known techniques, the boy invented his own at the age of fifteen! His technique involves a test that is more economical and more effective
analogues, which was used previously.

12. Transmission of electronic images
Youth Philo of Farnsworth came at a time when the TV functioned on a mechanical modules. The boy always believed that this is not the limit and
actively worked on improving television. Hardly Philo was fifteen years old, he presented a school teacher development involving the electronic
transfer of images for impressive distance.

13. Trampoline
Sixteen-year-old gymnast John Nissen thought long and hard about how to diversify their training and performances. And that's a brilliant idea
realized the guy used a sustainable design with stretched cloth. This building has attracted such attention that very soon appeared on the market. By
the way, today it practically has not changed and exists in its original form.

14. Mobile batteries
Aisha Khare, like other eighteen year old guys, he suffered from problems with charging the phone – the youth loves to talk and surf the Internet,
and charging gets too fast. The girl, who's into nanahime, seriously engaged this problem and soon presented a unique battery that for half a minute
can fully charge the phone. Aisha received a good reward, because I really made a breakthrough and was interested in many developers.

15. Personal submarine
Having read a science-fiction story, eighteen-year-old Justin Beckerman decided to try his hand at inventions and create their own submarine.
Using a large diameter pipe, the guy built a small submarine, which can dive to a depth of several meters. To be in such a submarine can be about a
few hours.
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